Step response of a string unstable system and a string stable system with five aircraft.
Forstring stability analysis anabsolute-position error wasdefined as the difference between the aircraft position (Pi)and itsinitial position (Po,i).
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The absolute-position error (Ei,abs) in equation (3) PYl*_ding = Pin" C0S(5'1)
Pzz,_d_n * = Pin" sin(5'l)
Equation (6) 
[py2 Equations (7) and (8) force the leading aircraft to move along a line defined by the fixed angle 5'1 and equations (9) and (10) project the two trailing aircraft positions onto the same line to form a single trailing aircraft position, Pout. Figure 9 shows pictorially how 5'1 was used to create Pin and Pout. The resulting SISO system is shown in figure 10 .
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[ %r.,,n,) The absolute positions of each aircraft in a seven-aircraft formation, due to step excitation, are plotted in figure 13 . The A-gains were used for this test.
Step commands on the relative-position command of ±10 ft were given to the 1st aircraft to excite the formation.
The Step inputs give a good indication of the system dynamics, but do not excite string stability dynamics as well as constant oscillatory input.
The simulation of a seven-aircraft formation in light turbulence using A-gains yielded less severe aircraft motion.
Relative-position commands were set to zero for these tests. Figure  15 shows the positions of a seven-aircraft formation in light turbulence using the 
